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Modern Hebrew irregular plurals à la parisienne 
 

1. Modern Hebrew irregular plurals 
 
(1) Modern Hebrew regular plurals 
  

 Masculine   Feminine  
 sg. pl.   sg. pl.  

a. χatul χatul-im ‘cat’ f. χatul-a χatul-ot ‘she-cat’ 
b. mekaʁeʁ mekaʁeʁ-im ‘refrigerator’ g. pin-a pin-ot ‘corner’ 
c. χaziʁ-on χaziʁ-on-im ‘pig (dim.)’ h. χipuʃ-i-t χipuʃ-i-ot ‘beetle’ 
d. baget bagét-im ‘baguette’ i. goʁil-a goʁil-ot ‘gorilla’ 
 ʁádjo ʁádjo-im ‘radio’  dilém-a dilém-a ‘dillema’ 
e. ate-ist ate-íst-im ‘atheist’ j. evolu-ʦj-a evolu-ʦj-ot ‘evolution’ 

 
 

attach -im                     replace feminine suffix by -ot 
 
(2) Modern Hebrew irregular plurals : unexpected marking 
 

 Masculine   mismacth 
 sg. pl.    

a. kiʁ kiʁ-ot ‘wall’  /gender/ and /plural suffix/ 
b. kolég-a kolég-ot ‘colleague’  /gender/ and /singular and plural suffixes/  
 χaʁ-a χaʁ-ot ‘p. of sh_t’   
     
 Feminine    
 sg. pl.    

c. ʦipoʁ ʦipoʁ-im ‘bird’  /gender/ and /singular and plural suffixes/ 
d. ʃan-a ʃan-im ‘year’  /gender/ and /plural suffix/ 
e. kos kos-ot ‘glass’  /gender/ and /singular suffix/ 

 
(The gender of each noun is apparent in the agreement :  
 kiʁ-ot  fantasti-im    ‘fantastic walls’ 
 ʦipor-im fantast-iy-ot  ‘fantastic birds’    etc.) 
 
(3) Questions: 
 Q1: Why are there two plural suffixes to begin with? 
 Q2: Why is the feminine singular suffix replaced by the feminine plural suffix? 
 Q3: Why are irregular forms irregular? 
 
▪   Also, there is no masculine group with a mismatch between /gender/ and /singular suffix/, 

e.g. [pinams - pinimms]. Why? 
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▪ In other words, the existence of a suffix [-a] on a singular necessarily implies a plural [ot], 
though only on masculine forms. Why?  

 
 
2. Classical DM 
 
▪ Distributed Morphology (Halle & Marantz 1993, Embick 2010) is a theory that aims to build 

words in the same module as sentences: morphology as syntactic. 
 
▪ Most practitioners of Distributed Morphology are syntacticians who do not care about form 

regularities. The result is that explaining form is simply not on the agenda of DM.  
 
▪ Morphs are treated as arbitrary realizations of morpho-syntactic information; in this 

perspective, most of the questions above don’t even make sense. 
 
(4)  Modern Hebrew pluralization from the perspective of “classic” DM  
   

a. plural  [im]   
b. plural, gender  [ot]  good for kosfm-kosotfm 
c. gender  [a]   
d. gender  ø √kos…,√ʦipoʁ kosfm, ʦipoʁfm 
e. plural  [ot] √kir… kirms-kirotms 
f. plural, gender  [im] √ʃan, √ʦipoʁ… ʃanafm-ʃanimfm, ʦipoʁfm-ʦipoʁimfm  

 
(5)  Example of how this works 
 

a. regular masculine singular b. regular feminine singular 

 numP  => χatul 
 
num[sg]                  nP 
         
                  n                         √χatul 
 

 numP  => χatula 
 
num[sg]                   nP 
         
                 n[gen]            √χatul 
         ↓ 
         [a] 

 

c. regular masculine plural d. regular feminine plural 

 numP  => χatulim 
 
num[pl]                   nP 
        ↓ 
      [im]     n                         √χatul 
 

 numP  => χatulot 
 
num[pl]                   nP 
        ↓ 
      [ot]     n[gen]                 √χatul 
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e. irregular masculine plural f. irregular feminine plural 

 numP  => kiʁ-ot 
 
num[pl]                   nP 
        ↓ 
      [ot]     n                         √kiʁ 
 

 numP  => ʦipoʁ-im 
 
num[pl]                   nP 
        ↓ 
      [im]     n[gen]                 √ʦipoʁ 
        ↓ 
        ø 

 
etc.  
 
▪ The whole thing seems pretty elegant. But there are in fact many problems with this 

account, nearly all of them stemming from the disregard for form. 
 
Problem 1: Q1 (Why both [-im] and [-ot]) is simply not asked. It’s just like that. 
Problem 2: Q2 (Why replacement and not concatenation) is answered through formalization 

and the superset principle; but this is not an explanation… 
Problem 3: Q3 (What is irregularity not more common) is answered through listing; but this is 

not an explanation… 
Problem 4: √ʦipor has to appear on two separate lists. 
Problem 5: It is unclear how o formalize xarams-xarotms. If we add [-a] as a masculine marker, 

we’ll be saying everything and its opposite,  
 … and moreover we’ll need to add the base to the list in (4e), whereas it seems to follow 

from the singular -a. 
Problem 6: The formalization is just that, and is totally lacking in insight and predictive power. 

As it stands, nothing prevents the formalization of impossible *[pinams-pinimms]. 
Problem 7: The feminine suffix [-a] is in fact /-at/ ([xatul-i] ‘like a cat’, vs. [xatul-at-i] ‘like a she 

cat’). This reduces the difference between the singular and plural [ot] to “rounding”.  
The account above does not express this fact 

 
The biggest problem: [a], [ot] and [im] do not always realize the same morphoyntactic 

information. The model is very weak in this sense. 
 
▪   I will now show that most of these problems go away when one takes form seriously, 

according it independence from the abstract features it might carry, and hypothesizing that 
 
The form of a morpheme is indicative of the morpho syntactic structure it realizes. 
 
▪ Under this hypothesis, there has to be a reason why morphemes are distributed the way 

they are. 
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3. DM à la parisienne 
 
▪   A version of DM proposed by Lowenstamm (2010, 2014) which claims that derivational 

affixes, rather than realizing category heads, are themselves bound roots. 
 
▪ The distribution of such roots is determined by their selectional restrictions. 
 
(6) divinities in Standard DM vs. DM à-la-parisienne (Lowenstamm 2010, 2014)  
  

a. Standard DM b. Lowenstamm (2010, 2014) 

 numP 
 
num[plural]    nP 
   
     n     √divine 
 
 
/z/   /iti/ 

 numP 
 
num[plural]    nP 
 
     n     √P 
 
     √iti    √divine 
   /z/    [u √] 

 
(The framework does not claim that all morphs are necessarily roots, hence the plural 
realizational view in (6)) 

 
▪ However Lowenstamm (2011,2012) does treat agreement and inherent agreement morphs 

as roots.  
 
▪ Following Lowenstamm, I proposed in my dissertation (2011) and later in a Morphology 

paper (2013) that [-a] was actually a root √at, with a selectional restriction of the root: 
 
(7) Feminine nouns in MH : Classic DM vs. DM à la parisienne (Faust 2014) 
  

a. Standard DM b. Faust (2011) 

 numP 
 
num[sg]     nP 
   
     n     √χatul 
 
 
   /at/ 

 numP 
 
num[sg]     nP 
 
     n     √P 
 
     √at    √χatul 
       [u √] 
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(8) Regular MH singulars in DM à-la-parisienne (Faust 2013) 
  

a. masculine singular b. Feminine singular 

 numP => [χatul] 
 
num     nP 
   
     n     √χatul 

 numP => [χatula] 
 
num     nP 
 
     n     √P 
 
     √at    √χatul 
       [u √] 

 
▪ I then proposed that whereas [im] realizes a plural feature on the num head, [ot] is in fact an 

mutated version of √at created by adding roundness to the root: 
 
(9) Regular MH singulars in DM à-la-parisienne (Faust 2013) 
  

a. masculine singular b. Feminine singular 

 numP => [χatulim] 
 
num[pl]     nP 

    
 /im/     n     √χatul 

 numP => [χatulot] 
 
num[pl]     nP 
 
     n     √P 
 
     √aUt[pl,gen]   √χatul 
      
 √U[pl]     √at[gen] 
        [u √] 

 
▪ Allomorphy: The insertion of √U is triggered by the appearance of a plural feature on num.  
 
▪ Blocking: The regular [-im] realization of the plural feature on num does not apply to cases 

bearing the [ot], because plurality is already realized by this allomorphy. 
 
Q1: Why are there two plural suffixes to begin with? 

Answer: Because the root √at has a specific pluralization strategy. 
Answer: Because it is not the same structure that is pluralized. 

 
Claim:   [ot] is an allomorph of √at (its realization in the environment of [plural]) 

 [im] is an the only realization of [plural].  
 
Prediction: [ot] will not have the same distribution as the masculine counterpart [-im].  
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▪ Three pieces of evidence confirm this 
 
  1) Construct state: χatul-ey ʁeχov  ‘street cats’  *χatul-im ʁeχov 
    vs. χatul-ot ʁeχov  ‘street she-cats’ 
 
 2) Possessive suffixes:  χatul-eypl-xemposs.2pl  ‘yourpl cats’, *χatul-im-ey-xem 
   vs.   χatul-otpl-eypl-xemposs.2pl ‘yourpl she-cats’ 
 
 3) duals:   xatul-áim  ‘a couple of cats’ *xatul-im-aim 
   vs. xatul-ot-áim  ‘a couple of she-cats’ 
 
▪ This perspective, I propose, is an eye-opener in the understanding of irregular plurals, too. 
 
 
4. Back to Irregular Plurals 
 
(10) Modern Hebrew irregular plurals: unexpected marking (2, repeated) 
 

 Masculine   mismacth 
 sg. pl.    

a. kiʁ kiʁ-ot ‘wall’  /gender/ and /plural suffix/ 
b. kolég-a kolég-ot ‘colleague’  /gender/ and /singular and plural suffixes/  
 χaʁ-a χaʁ-ot ‘p. of sh_t’   
     
 Feminine    
 sg. pl.    

c. ʦipoʁ ʦipoʁ-im ‘bird’  /gender/ and /singular and plural suffixes/ 
d. ʃan-a ʃan-im ‘year’  /gender/ and /plural suffix/ 
e. kos kos-ot ‘glass’  /gender/ and /singular suffix/ 
f. simt-a simt-a-ot ‘alley’  no replacement 

 
▪ In classic DM, both [ot] and [im] may realize num.  
 
▪ Under my hypothesis, this is impossible: [ot] cannot be a realization of [plural] on num. If 

there is [ot], the structure must involve √at. 
 
(11) ʦipoʁfm - ʦipoʁ-imfm ‘bird’: [gender] lexically associated with root in nominal environ. 
   

a. feminine singular b. Feminine plural 

 numP 
 
num[sg]     nP 
   
     n[gen]        √ʦipoʁ[gen]     

 numP 
 
num[pl]     nP 

       ↓ 
      /im/     n[gen]        ʦipoʁ[gen] 
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▪ No feminine root √at = no expectation of plural [ot]. Irregularity expressed by the 
arbitrariness of n[gen]. 

 

▪ Classic DM: √ʦipoʁ appears on two lists: exceptionality with respect to singular and plural.  
A la parisienne: The plural suffix is expected based on the lack of √at in singular. 

 
Lesson 1: roots can be associated with lexical gender 
 
(12) kolégams - kolég-otms ‘colleague’ : feminine root a non-head in both singular and plural 
   

a. masculine singular b. masculine plural 

 numP 
 
num[sg]     nP 
   
     n       √kolég 
   
     √kolég                √at[gen] 

      [u √] 

 numP 
 
num[pl]     nP 
   
     n       √kolég 
   
     √kolég                aUt[pl,gen] 
      
   √U[pl]     √at[gen] 

       [u √] 

 
▪  Insertion of √at in non-head position is “triggered by the root”: it is an arbitrary property of 

the root. 
 
▪    The irregularity is expressed by the non-satisfaction of the selectional restriction of √at. 
 
▪ Classic DM: no explanation.      

A la parisienne: Perfectly expected given irregular singular  
 
Lesson 2: morphemes can exceptionally appear in non-head position. 
 
(13) kosfm - kos-otfm ‘cup’ : feminine root inserted in plural, undergoes expected allomorphy. 
 

a. feminine singular b. Feminine plural 

 numP 
 
num     nP 
   
     n[gen]           √kos[gen]          

  
 
(like √ʦipoʁ) 

 numP 
 
num[pl]     nP 
   
     n[gen]       √kos[gen]         
   
     √kos[gen]              aUt[pl,gen] 
      
   √U[pl]     √at[gen] 

      [u √] 
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▪ Classic DM: singular appears on list (no singular exponent). Plural suffix expected.      
A la parisienne: appears on two lists (unexpected singular and plural)    

 
Lesson 3: A plural feature can insert √at. Insertion is again in complement position. 
 
▪  The assumption about insertion is modeled to express the lack of gender switching pairs. 
 
▪ It might seem that the present proposal fares less well with respect to the number of 

exceptional issues to mention; however, 
  
▪ The masculine kiʁms - kiʁ-otms ‘wall’ is now identical to kosfm - kos-otfm ‘cup’, except there is 

no lexical gender. 
 
 (14) kiʁms - kiʁ-otms ‘wall’ : [pl] on num triggers insertion of √at in the complement of √kiʁ 
   

a. masculine singular b. Masculine plural (like √kos) 

 numP 
 
num     nP 
   
     n        √kiʁ  
 

 numP 
 
num[pl]     nP 
   
     n       √kiʁ 
   
     √kiʁ       √aUt[pl,gen] 
      
   √U[pl]     √at[gen] 

      [u √] 

 
 Classic DM: √kiʁms and √kosms appear on two different lists. Plurals suffix posited.     

A la parisienne: √kiʁms and √kosms appear on the same list. Plural suffix posited.  
   

(15) Singular structures we’ve encountered  
 

a. genderless √, headed by √at b. gendered √ , unheaded  

      numP => [pina] 
 
num[          nP 
   
              n[gen]   √at 
 
      √at[gen]   √pin 
    [u √] 

      numP => [kos] 
 
num[          nP 
   
              n[gen]   √kos[gen] 
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(16) Another structure we predict to be ok: gendered √, headed by √at 
 

      numP 
 
num           nP 
   
              n[gen]   √at 
 
      √at[gen]   √???[gen] 

      [u √] 

 
▪ The exceptionality of the root will not be detectible on the singular form, because √at also 

carries the [gender] feature. But a possible plural would still remain feminine even though 
it lacks [ot]. 

 
(17)  This, I propose, is the structure for ʃanafm - ʃanimfm. In principle, two plurals may 

correspond to it. 
 

a. gendered √, headed by 
√at 

b. gendered √, irregular 
plural 

c. gendered √, regular plural 

      numP 
 
num          nP 
   
              n         √at 
 
      √at[gen]   √ʃan[gen] 
    [u √] 

      numP 
 
num[pl]      nP 

   
 /im/    n[gen]   √ʃan[gen] 
 

      numP 
 
num[pl]      nP 
   
              n[gen]       √at 
 
   √aUt[gen,pl]        √ʃan[gen] 
     
 U[pl]       √at[gen] 
  [u √] 

 
▪ If (17c) were the plural, we would have no reason to associate a gender feature with the root 

anyway. 
 
▪ It so happens that the plural corresponding to the singular is (16b). The theory is completely 

fine with this. 
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(18) Plural structures we’ve encountered  
 

a. genderless √, insertion of √at into non 
head position triggered by plural feature 

b. gendered √, insertion of √at into non head 
position triggered by plural feature 

      numP 
 
num[pl]    nP 
   
              n         √kiʁ 
 
      √kiʁ       √at[gen] 
    [u √] 

      numP 
 
num[pl]    nP 
   
              n[gen]   kos      
 
 √kos[gen]     √at[gen] 
      [u √] 

 
▪ We have not encountered √at insertion in the singular. Assuming insertion is in the non-

head position, such a scenario would derive the unattested *pinams -pinimms. 
 
▪  We can now say why pinams - pinimms is out. If [singular] is not a feature, but rather the 

absence of a number feature, then insertion of √at cannot occur in the singular. 
 
▪ Compare this to the possible kolegams - kolegotms, where the √at suffix is tied with the root, 

not with a specific number. 
 
Summary 
 
Classic DM: Q1 (Why both [-im] and [-ot]) is simply not asked. It’s just like that. 
A la parisienne: integral part of the account. 
 
Classic DM: Q2 (Why replacement and not concatenation) is answered through formalization 

and the superset principle; but this is not an explanation… 
A la parisienne: Since [ot] is an allomorph of [at] replacement is only expected. 
 
Classic DM: Q3 (Why is irregularity not more common) is answered through listing; but this is 

not an explanation… 
A la parisienne: Irregularity is manifested in the non-satisfaction of the requirement of √at and 

in the tagging of specific roots with gender features. 
 
Classic DM: √ʦipor has to appear on two separate lists (no marking in singular and plural) 
A la parisienne: √ʦipor is completely unsurprising given the singular. 
 
Classic DM: It is unclear how o formalize kolegams-kolegotms. If we add [-a] as a masculine 

marker, we’ll be saying everything and its opposite,  
 … and moreover we’ll need to add the base to two the list of roots that take [ot] even 

though they do not become feminine.  
A la parisienne: there is nothing surprising about the plural, given the sensitivity of √at to [pl].  
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Classic DM: The formalization is just that, and is totally lacking in insight and predictive power. 

As it stands, nothing prevents the formalization of impossible *[pinams-pinimms]. 
A la parisienne: The analysis links [a] and [ot] productively and provides insight into the 

mechanism of irregular morphology. Not anything goes in it, and therefore the logic of 
impossibilities such as *[pinams-pinimms] can be stated rather than postulated. 

 
Classic DM: The feminine suffix [-a] is in fact /-at/ ([xatul-i] ‘like a cat’, vs. [xatul-at-i] ‘like a she 

cat’). This reduces the difference between the singular and plural [ot] to “rounding”.  
The account above does not express this fact. 

A la parisienne: the analysis here provides exactly that. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 
▪ This talk presented a novel way of looking at gender and plural inflection, in Modern Hebrew 

and in general. 
 
▪ The underlying argument has been that form matters. 

 If there are two (non-phonologically conditioned) allomorphs, one should look for a 
structural reason. 

 If two parallel morphemes are not distributed evenly, one should look for a 
structural reason. 

 If a certain conceivable pattern is unattested, one should look for a structural 
reason. 

 
▪ The first step of the morphological analysis is to state the distribution. But stating the 

distribution in the most economic terms cannot be a goal in itself. The real goal of 
morphological analysis is unveiling the logic behind the distribution. 

 
▪ Lists such as presented by classic DM express the idea that everything about form is 

arbitrary, that there is nothing to do after you state the distribution (in the most economic 
fshion). The result can only be a debate about how much more economic one list of 
generalizations is in comparison to another.  

 
▪ But in this way of working, anything and the contrary is possible to formalize. This is not the 

way to go when looking for structural explanations. 
 
▪ In the analysis presented here, I tried to find logic behind differences in form, rather than 

just accepting them.  
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